EEG quality during simultaneous functional MRI of interictal epileptiform discharges.
This article concerns the evaluation of the quality of interictal epileptiform EEG discharges recorded throughout simultaneous echo planar imaging (EPI). BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) functional MRI (fMRI) images were acquired continuously on a patient with intractable epilepsy. EEG was sampled simultaneously, during and after imaging, with removal of pulse and imaging artifacts by subtraction of channel-specific running averages. Contiguous EEG epochs recorded with and without fMRI (fMRI+ve vs. fMRI-ve) were next randomized and presented to two blinded observers. Epileptiform discharges were identified retrospectively, and comparison was made in terms of the number of identified events, their amplitude, and spatiotemporal distribution. A spectral analysis was also performed on the EEG. In the randomized comparison of EEG segments, 80 (fMRI+ve) vs. 69 (fMRI-ve) discharges were noted with good interobserver agreement (69%). There were no significant differences in amplitude or spatio-temporal distribution. Comparison of the events detected and measured by two expert observers demonstrated that the Interictal Epileptiform Discharge (IED) characteristics were indistinguishable with and without scanning. We review briefly the existing literature on EEG recording quality for combined EEG/fMRI.